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     ELECTION CAMPAIGNING COACHES 

A Luxury Bus that you won't believe until you see these pictures well that bus has nothing on the luxury this beauty has to 

offer. Travel in sheer luxury in this cool bus. This model is very useful for group of ministers who stay away from their 

home at time of campaigning for elections. This vehicle has got all the standard amenities that one avails at a comfort of 

their home. This model has got light and airy interior is welcoming and comfortable, with a soft LED and mood lighting. All 

the classic PBC hallmarks are here, including good quality soft furnishings, soft-touch wall and ceiling finishes and neat 

table stowage. 

 

Every single one of our vehicles is designed with a clean slate according to our customers' specifications, meaning that you 

don't have to choose from a set of pre-designed floor plans, you don't have a fixed list of options, and you don't have to 

put up with one of those "pre-fab" in cars outfits who outsource nearly everything to someone else. With PBC Designs, 

you'll get exactly what you want, without anything you don't….so now there is no need to go for Hi-end cars to seek luxury 

you can find it all here at a bare minimum price. So now you can now travel in the comfort of your own luxury motor 

home. This beautifully appointed custom fit out motor home is now within your reach. 

Some of the Key Features: 

Luxury Leather couch       High raised side glasses   Hydraulic Auto Lift table for 3 people  Chemical Toilet 

Surveillance cameras with DVR System which records event up to 10 days 4 nos outdoor cameras 

Flash lights Satellite TV Receiver with more than 166 channels   Roof top High Power AC with Heating….etc…. 
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